THE TRANSFER OF TRAINING
useful passages of prose, or to learn historical dates, or
what not
The two groups—the " control group " and the group to
be trained—are chosen so as to match each other very
carefully. To each member of the one group there corre-
sponds a member of the other group who has the same
qualities as far as they are relevant, for example, is of the
same or closely similar age, same sex, same race, same
school training, same intelligence, same present ability in
memorizing prose, and so on. To obtain two such groups
a larger number of subjects has to be examined, intelligence
tests have to be administered, preliminary memory tests
given.
Usually or most accurately, moreover, it is further
desirable to have yet other groups, and for this reason.
The object is to see how much the groups improve in
learning nonsense syllables and in learning prose For
this purpose a piece of prose has to be learned in the pre-
liminary test and another piece in the final test Now,
it is impossible to ensure that these two tests are of exactly
equal difficulty : and therefore any change in score may
be due to the second test being easier, or harder, than the
first one. If, however, the whole experiment as described
above is duplicated, and in this duplicate experiment the
two tests are given in reverse order, the former preliminary
test being here the final test and vice versa, then on the
average of the two experiments the errors we have been
considering will be cancelled.
To sum up, then, we want four groups of subjects, A, B
C, and D, which groups have to be as exactly matched as
possible, in the sense that to any member of group A there
correspond members of B, C, and D who are at the begin-
ning of the experiment equally able in the things to be
tested, and have other qualities as alike as possible. A
and B are given certain preliminary tests in memory and
certain final tests—C and D are given, for preliminary tests,
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